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My name is Muhirwa  Moise  a child from kinamba community project. I 

joined KCP in 2007. I was very young like 7 years old but now am 21 years old. 

KCP becomes family to me . I started nursery in KCP and it was where my 

dreams started .I have  learnt  many things from KCP especially knowledge, 

behaviors, values and attitudes. 

At the end of my  secondary studies , I got good marks 60/60 in national examinations the school 

organized a special event when I got gifts and a certificate  from the bishop. Not only that but also 

during my ending in secondary school, the school  provides me three certificates one from language 

club, traditional dancing and one from  health perfect in committee. This is all thanks to kcp because it 

was where I firstly got all those skills. I hope that I will  continue my studies in university working hard  

improving more and more those skills I got from kcp so that I shall be able to share it with  my little 

brothers and sisters in KCP. 

All from KCP made me a strong boy. I learned different activities from KCP like playing football, games 

dancing, cricket, lessons and others. I got opportunities from KCP  to continue my studies in primary and 

secondary through sponsorship. This gave me a hope and made me to set a goal that I shall help others 

when I get a job. Now  I am working hard in order to achieve my goal. KCP becomes my role model and I 

hope that in my hard working I shall follow their footsteps. 

We have holiday clubs in KCP. I go there to help my younger brother and sisters to get knowledge and 

skills. We  do different activities such as playing games, doing art, singing and stories. Mostly games we 

played are ludo, snakes and ladders, puzzles. We also have what we used to call free games including 

Ollie Ollie the octopus is a game taught to us by Vincent, we play opposite games, and also chair game 

accompanied by music. This helps them to relax and feels happy. 

In holiday club we have done also Art. In this activity we helped our young brothers and sisters in 

drawing some pictures and coloring them. We have another party of art which is painting that we have 

done in holiday club where those children ere given special pencils with different paints colors and 

water. We helped them to follow the procedures and most of them have painted good pictures. After 

we put them on the wall. 

Not only games and Art but also dancing and singing. We teach our young brothers and sisters about 

traditional dancing with drums. Some of them are talented in traditional dancing. Another time we 

teach them some songs especially KCP songs. This help children to relax and feels happy. 



We also teach  the children  how to play football, rugby, we also play some sports games like flying ball 

with flag, jumping and shooting bottles on the playground. This was all I learnt from KCP when I was 

young and now we like teaching it my young brothers and sisters all. 

Last is story time. We help the children to write their own stories as the way of improving their English. 

We also put  them on the mats and read for  them a book and after ask them some questions on the 

story we have read for them.  Then after KCP provide lunch for children before they go home. Actually 

seeing my young brothers and sisters happy reminds me how good KCP is and what KCP has done for  

me . KCP have give a direction to reach my goal. Until now, where am and I have been, all is because of 

KCP. Kcp have helped me a lot in my studies. When I think how much effort kcp put in me to continues 

my studies this gives me strong abilities to work hard and succeed. When I finish my studies I will do 

more for KCP myself. I will share my knowledge and skill I have learnt from kcp to my younger brothers 

and sisters from kcp. I hope that I will work hard and  help others, that’s my dreams I have seen how 

good it is to help. 

When I think all of this, I can’t forget  how kcp have done to my family. I have three brothers and mother 

only. My mother was jobless and she were not being able to pay for us to study . At that time KCP comes 

like our last hope they helped me and my big brother. They give job to my mother and build our house. 

They brought more happiness to my family. I hope that also one day I shall bring happiness to another 

family like how KCP has done for me.  

MOSES AT COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY  

After secondary I began my studies at the  University of Science and Technology in Civil Engineering. Am 

really thankful to KCP for supporting me. Now am enjoying the university and becoming familiar with it, 

studying five days per week full time. Most of the days my class starts at 9;00 am and ends 5;00 pm. I am 

studying well managing my time usually doing assignments and CATS tests well. I hope i will study well, 

to work hard is my ambition and goal and I hope that I will succeed. This is all thanks to KCP. Actually 

thank you very much for giving me hope, a direction and the will and motivation. I cant forget this kind 

of love and I hope that in future I can show the true love you showed to me towards others. KCP is my 

family, Sometimes my class is postponed when lecture is not present. 

I still join KCP holiday club to help my young sisters and brothers in doing different activities such as arts 

playing games and  dancing.  

This year I have also been helping the primary children in the evenings with their studies. 

 















 

 



 



 


